
IRS e-file Radio PSAs :30

MAN: Hey, this year, join the fast refund crowd. 

WOMAN: Right. If the IRS owes you money—you can get it back in half 
the time it usually takes.

MAN: Half the time...just use IRS e-file. 

WOMAN: File electronically…it’s the fastest way to file. 

MAN: Oh...and it’s so accurate, y’know there’s less chance you’ll get  
“one of those letters” from the IRS.

WOMAN: I hate those letters.

MAN: Ask your tax professional to e-file your return...and get your 
refund in half the time.

WOMAN: IRS e-file...   
Return in (Sound effect : ZOOOP)

MAN: Refund back (Sound effect : ZIPPPP)

WOMAN: Click...Zip (Sound effect : ZOOOP)

MAN: Fast round trip. (Sound effect : ZIPPPP)

WOMAN: That’s fast.

WOMAN: This has been a public service announcement...

MAN: ...from the Internal Revenue Service.
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IRS e-file Radio PSAs :60
WOMAN: Want to get your tax refund back really fast?

MAN: Well, this year, join the fast refund crowd.

WOMAN: Right. If the IRS owes you money, you can get it back in half 
the time it usually takes.

MAN: Half the time...just use IRS e-file. 

WOMAN: When you e-file, your tax return goes to the IRS—get this—electronically.

MAN: Click...Zip...it’s the fastest way to file.

WOMAN: And, y’know, IRS e-file is completely secure.

MAN: Oh yeah.

WOMAN: So don’t worry. There’s quick proof from the IRS that your return has 
been accepted.

MAN: And it’s so accurate, there’s less chance you’ll get “one of those letters” 
from the IRS.

WOMAN: I hate those letters.

MAN: But the very best part? Getting that refund back in half the time.

WOMAN: So true. So ask your tax professional to e-file your return.

MAN: Or e-file right from your PC with tax-preparation software. Y’know with 
some simple returns, you can even TeleFile by phone.

WOMAN: You can. And join the millions who have used IRS e-file in the past...and 
can’t wait to use it again.

MAN: That’s me. (MUSIC UP & UNDER)

WOMAN: IRS e-file...
Return in (SFX: ZOOOP)... 

MAN: Refund back (SFX: ZIPPPP)... 

WOMAN: Click... Zip  (SFX: ZOOOP)...

MAN: Fast round trip. (SFX: ZIPPPP)

WOMAN: That’s fast.

WOMAN: This has been a public service announcement... 
(MUSIC FADES)

MAN: ...from the Internal Revenue Service.
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